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Abstract

• Data-driven modeling offers perspectives for automatic generation of 
behavioral models that not only allow to simulate faster, but by 
focusing on the rendering of the apparent behavior, also allow to 
protect IP whilst distributing the model to third parties for increased 
levels of collaboration. 

• Data-driven modeling techniques also allow to automate the detection 
of failure modes in analog circuits, allowing to group multiple defects 
that cause similar behavior together and accelerate system-level fault 
injection.

• In conclusion, data-driven modeling offers interesting perspectives for 
boosting the efficiency of design teams in the future.
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Top-down Behavioral Modeling

• Capture behaviour in equations

• Template-based or handcrafted

• Parameter tuning with an optimizer
(or by hand).

• Focussed on the main signal paths

• Approximate

• Time-consuming modelling process
(man-power intensive in fact)

• Risk of convergence issues

• Faster simulations

Bottom-up Behavioral Modeling

• Data-driven: 

– Capture data from simulations / measurements

– Process the data and map it to ODE’s

– Model engine “replays” the data

• Pin-compatible for “drop-in replacement”

• Adjustable speed / accuracy trade-off

• Automatic generation process

• Well-behaved

• Faster simulations
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Literature Search on ‘analog behavioral model data-driven’

• From IEEEXplore.

• Removed articles 
not related to the
modeling of analog
circuits. 

• Top-3 of EU papers.

• Let’s analyze those publications in some more detail…

– How do they collect the data ?

– How do they process it ?

– How do they replay it ?

– How are the results ?
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State-of-the-art(*) on Data-driven Behavioral Modeling
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Criterion Bradde ’21 Tarraf ’19 De Jonghe ’12

Source Simulator CDS Spectre CDS Spectre (?) MGC Eldo

Data Collection AC transfer functions @ OP MNA Matrices @ OP MNA Matrices @ OP

Data Processing Vector Fitting PZ Extraction Vector Fitting

Analog state Continuous Discrete (LTI regions) Continuous

Replay Engine Polynomial Interpolation Piece-wise (polyhedra) AI-generated Expressions

Target Simulator / HDL LTSpice and C++ VerilogA Eldo w. VHDL-AMS and C++

Drop-in Replacement No (key IO paths only) Yes No (key IO paths only)

Accuracy (NRMSE) Good Medium
Glitches @ boundary X-ings

Good (< 2%)

Speed-up 50-100x 30-120x 10-110x

(*): published state-of-the-art as accessible in IEEE-Xplore on Dec. 14th, 2021.
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Commonalities amongst the State-of-the-Art Methods

• Collection of small-signal data at operating points

– Implies the existence of facilities to define the transfer functions that are measured
(extract Y, Z, H, … or S parameters).

– [2] highlights the point that DC operating points may not be sufficient.
When internal states are present, one needs to perform the small-signal extraction 
at a dynamic operating point (no DC reachable).

– A lot of data is typically generated in this fashion (e.g. 1GByte for diff. OTA). 
Needs an efficient data-format with fast access API’s.

• Implementing the core as a set of non-linear ODE’s

– …

• Building the static non-linearity using function approximation techniques

– …
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Commonalities amongst the State-of-the-Art Methods

• Collection of small-signal data at operating points

– …

• Implementing the core as a set of non-linear time-invariant ODE’s

– ODE’s correspond to the problem SPICE-like engines are designed to solve.

– The non-linearity is static (it has no explicit time-dependency).

– Requires support for writing ODE’s in the AHDL (e.g. indirect assignment in .VA)

• Building the static non-linearity using function approximation techniques

– …
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Commonalities amongst the State-of-the-Art Methods

• Collection of small-signal data at operating points
– …

• Implementing the core as a set of non-linear time-invariant ODE’s
– …

• Building the non-linearity using function approximation techniques
– None of the cited works uses the built-in table-lookup features (e.g. VerilogA).

– All of them implement a specific function approximation method in C/C++:
• Run efficient implementations of the preferred algorithms

• Fast access to the supporting data

– AHDL’s should have a foreign language interface allowing to access functions 
compiled as shared libraries (*.so or *dll).

– AHDL’s should provide hooks allowing to efficiently initialize or clean-up foreign 
code objects at the start or the end of an analysis.
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Simulator Support of Data-driven Behavioral Modeling (*)
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Criterion VerilogA in
CDS Spectre

VHDL-AMS 
in MCG Eldo

VerilogA
in MCG Eldo
Keysight ADS

VerilogA
in QUCS

VerilogA
in Xyce

Modelica
in OMS

Extract AC Parameters Very Good Good (Very) Good Very Good Good DIY

Analysis detection function Yes Yes Yes No No DIY

Operating Point Control DC, TRAN DC, TRAN DC (TRAN) DC DC DC, TRAN

Capacity of Results DB Very Good Excellent -- Good -- Good

API Access to Results DB Poor Good -- Good -- Good

ODE Support Very Good Good Good No(†) No(†) Good

Foreign Language Interface Very Good Good No No(†) No(†) Yes

Logistics Hooks Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

OVERALL Very Good Good No-Go Poor Poor Basic

(*): based on the limited personal experience of the speaker.
(†): work-arounds are possible, although not practical.
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Recommendations for Open-source AHDL Implementations

• Support multi-port AC parameter extraction in an easy single command

• Support HDF5 as an output data format

– Very high capacity, strong support, very fast API, good viewer

– Standardized (open-source ?) format

• Provide the ability to store a dynamic OP and use it to linearize for AC

– Essential to enable the generation of models with broadband validity

• Facilitate the coding of ODE’s, 
e.g. by supporting the indirect assignment in VerilogA

• Allow loading user-defined functions from shared libraries (*.so, *.dll)

– Allow vector arguments and collection of derivatives

• Allow to import models implemented as FMU’s
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And What about SYDELITY !?
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• EDACurry netlists parsers / writers.

• Efficient data-collection from circuit 
or TCAD simulations.

• Python-controlled flow.

• Fast access to major EDA results 
data-bases. Conversion to HDF5.

• Mapping to a compact set of ODE’s.

• Robust function approximation.

• Supported HDL’s: 
Verilog-AMS, VHDL-AMS, Modelica.

• Tunable accuracy / speed trade-off.
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Faster simulations: 
– Less and simpler equations than 

the transistor-level netlist;

– Less internal nodes.

IP protection:
– Model contains no information 

about the internal structure of the 
original circuit or the PDK;

– Ability to block execution of the
model for unauthorized parties;

– Ability to prevent unauthorized 
parties to inspect the model and 
extract performance data.

Expanded coverage: 
– Top- and system-level simulations 

(e.g. fault-injections) become 
possible in a reasonable time;

– Enabling formal-type verifications 
on analog circuits;

– Electro-thermal models can be 
synthesized from non-ET netlists.

Increased collaboration: 
– A single data-set allows to run 

the same model in Verilog-A, 
VHDL-AMS or Modelica;

– Distribute models whilst staying 
in control.
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Next Steps and Outlooks

• Currently completing the validation of the flow:

– Running on multiple test-cases, amongst which all IEEE P2427 analog benchmark circuits.

– Objective is to run the tests in multiple commercial EDA simulators, 
as well as some simulators from the Modelica “universe”.

• Looking for additional test-cases:

– e.g. TCAD data from power transistors (IGBT, HEMTs, …)

– ΣΔ converter circuit, …

– Data collected at the partner’s side, then transferred to Sydelity for processing.

• Publish results at key events in EDA and design communities 
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Preview of the Capabilities of the Tool-set

• Fault-grouping in analog circuits [4]

– Processing the results of multiple fault-injection runs.

– Group faults inducing similar behaviors in a generic fashion.

– Predict fault-grouping behavior from fault-free operating points.

– Compare hard and soft faults in the P2427 list of standard faults.
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Preview of the Capabilities of the Tool-set

• Data-driven modeling of ESD protections

– Creation of a piece-wise linear dynamic model for a TVS diode.

– Correct prediction of overshoots, stable OP and transitions from 0 to ~40 A.

– Realistic waveforms.
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Conclusions

• At SYDELITY, we believe in the potential of 
data-driven behavioral model generation.

• Literature supports the claims of speed-ups on the order of 100x.

• The process is supported by the simulators of some EDA vendors.

• Support in some open-source simulators seems possible.

• OpenModelica is the open-source tool that shows most promising 
support perspectives.

• Thanks for your attention !
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